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FAQs 

Who does this requirement apply to? 
- This order applies to ALL air passengers, (2) years of age or older, traveling into the US, including

US citizens and legal permanent residents.  This applies to both the patient and passenger on
board the REVA air ambulance flight.

What documentation is required to enter the US? 
- In addition to the required travel documents (passports and visas), ALL REVA flights that

originate outside of the US (or US territories) that have a tech stop in, or a final destination into
the US (and US Territories), must provide one of the below documents in addition to a fully
completed disclosure and attestation letter prior to any REVA flight departing its base of origin:

o Negative COVID-19 test results no older than (3) days from the date of planned entry
into the US.

OR 
o Positive Viral Test within (3) months, has met the criteria to end isolation, along with a

letter from a healthcare professional or health official clearing them for travel.

Are US territories or possessions considered foreign countries for the purpose of this order? 
- No, the Order to present documentation of a negative COVID-19 test or recovery from COVID-19

does not apply to air passengers flying from a US Territory or Possession to a US State. However,
documentation is required to enter a US territory or possession from a foreign country.

When does the patient / travel companion(s) need to receive a test to travel into the US? 
- Tests must be performed within (3) days prior to the medical flight into the US.  The patient and

travel companions must be tested with a VIRAL TEST (NAAT or Antigen test) to determine if they
are currently infected with COVID-19.  Test results must be in either hard copy or electronic
form and must include the date of test, full name (must match passport), and date of birth.

Does this order apply to flights that are only stopping in the US for a tech stop? 
- Yes, any flight entering the US, even if in transit, will require test results within (3) days prior to

departure from the country of origin.

What if the patient and travel companion(s) have tested positive? 
- If the patient is currently infected with COVID-19 and is going to a receiving facility, REVA will

notify the CDC for approval for entry.  This requirement does not change when the order comes
into effect.

- If the travel companion(s) have also tested positive BUT do not require medical care, REVA
would require a letter from a healthcare provider or public health official that states the travel
companion(s) are cleared for travel along with the CDC approval for entry and isolation through
a CDC designated quarantine station.

http://www.flyreva.com/
https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/pdf/attachment-a-global-passenger-disclosure-and-attestation-2021-01-12-p.pdf
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FAQs Cont. 
 

What happens if the patient or travel companion(s) recently recovered from COVID-19? 
- If the patient and/or travel companion(s) have had a positive viral test in the past (3) months 

and do not wish to be retested within (3) days prior to departure, they may enter the US with 
documentation of their positive viral test results along with a letter from their healthcare 
provider or public health official that states they have been cleared for travel.  As with the 
documentation for a negative test result, the positive test must include the date of test, full 
name (must match passport), and date of birth. 
 

What if we cannot secure a COVID test for the travel companion(s) prior to the transport date? 
- REVA has partnered with a 3rd party testing supplier and will be offering CareStart™ COVID-19 

antigen rapid viral testing for travel companion(s) who wish to accompany their loved ones, but 
do not have access to testing prior to departure. 

 
What happens if the travel companion(s) receive a positive result from your antigen rapid testing 
when bedside? 

- Upon arrival at the bedside, if the travel companion(s) receive a positive test result from a test 
administered by REVA’s medical team, we will contact you immediately to discuss the limited 
options available.  In most cases, with limited FAA mandated duty time available, we will not 
have time to obtain the proper CDC approvals for the travel companion(s) while at bedside.  
Therefore, additional arrangements will need to be made for the travel companion(s) as they 
will not be able to accompany the medical crew and patient on the medical flight.  

 
 
 

http://www.flyreva.com/



